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ACROSS
1 Something exploited

by a hacker
5 Puts in a part

10 Short quick flyer?
13 Internet transmission

unit
15 Glazes (over)
16 Crunch, say
17 One living around a

continental divide?
18 _____ Karkaroff, a

Death Eater in the
Harry Potter series

19 Annoying squirrel, in
slang

21 Made a punishment
worse, maybe

23 Animal sound
distinguished from
that of another
animal, for some
reason, though they
sound the same to
me

25 Bonds' seven, briefly
26 Whence the word

"squall"
28 Host who was once

pied 24 times in one
minute to set a
Guinness record

30 "Holy hell, what was
that?!"

31 "Nobody's here to
help me..."

35 Financial district of
Durham, North
Carolina, that thrived
around the turn of
the 20th century

39 "Fishy..."
40 Name-linking letters
43 Cheeky part, to a Brit?
44 Part of the US Navy's

dress blue uniforms
45 Hard thrower's asset
47 In tribute to, maybe
50 "La La Land"

characters
51 Bad result on the

second pitch
53 Last word of a

three-word
declaration that's
often, for some
reason, turned into
three one-word
sentences

55 Targets of picks
56 "Here's how we can

do this"

61 Ex-MMA star Ortiz
62 Groups of specialists

that take on difficult
problems, in
corporate lingo

63 "We're pretty much
sunk"

64 2012 #3 hit with the
lyric "I belong with
you / You belong with
me / You're my
sweetheart"

65 Org. that makes
about 75% of its total
revenue in March

DOWN
1 Major American

employer of
microbiologists

2 One with a burner
account, maybe

3 Past and anagram of
54-Down

4 Asian bug producing
a spermaceti-like
substance

5 Squash shot, for one
6 World capital at which

the national soccer
team nicknamed the
"Black Stars" plays
some of their
matches

7 Go on a green circle,
e.g.

8 Word with kitchen or
paper

9 Upright structural
member attached to
the very back of a
boat's keel

10 It turns one way, then
another

11 It may be worn as a
symbol of Latino
ethnic pride at
graduations

12 Sound that's the
longest root word in
Scrabble that contains
no A, E, I, O, U, or Y

14 Poor-fitting thing in
an expression

15 Two in a tab
20 Car model that starts

with verve?

21 Acronym of hilarity
that stands for
something that I
question anyone is
actually literally doing
at that moment

22 It may be denoted by
circling an index
finger in the air

24 Asian body practically
destroyed by
diversion

26 Outflow point from
some reservoirs

27 Indiana city known as
the "RV Capital of the
World"

29 The older generations
often blame them on
the younger
generations

32 Be full of
33 Course on a farm
34 Precise editing tool

for writers
36 "Check out what's

inside", for short
37 Common issues for

NBA coaches
38 It's on the first new

moon after the Sun
enters Aquarius

40 Characters in "The
Name of the Rose"

41 Car model sharing its
name with a South
American city

42 Parts that keep
threads from fraying
at their ends

46 Part of 40-Across
48 There's a big rush

when it's broken
49 Big brand in

three-ring binders
and labels

52 Important river
crossed on the
Underground
Railroad

54 See 3-Down
57 "I can't take any more

of this!"
58 Place to find "une

perche" or "une
truite"

59 "Fire away", on Reddit
60 Org. involved in Dan

Brown's book "Digital
Fortress"


